
18 May 2016, 18:00 CEST

Present: Kate, Masha, Milan, Vahid, Julian, Petra, Kaca
Excused: /

Moderation: Petra
Minutes: Kaca

1. Projects

Reclaim the City
Should finalise all the sessions by 23rd (not so likely to happen) when we need to submit the list of 
technical needs to EYC. Most of the participants already booked their tickets and visas are being 
arranged. Started with the introduction round in Moodle.

I know, therefore I act!
PT finalised the report for our website; thank-you notes are sent  to the speakers and contributors; 
campaign is published. Article is  published - still needs to be published on the FB. Julian is  
Working on the toolkit.

2. Working groups

Digital [x]  Had  a meeting last week and it was pretty productive even though some  people 
couldn't or could only make it for a short while. Everyone is  very excited about potentially being 
able to work with FYEG and set up a useful server etc. Also started planning the toolkit database 
and are looking into updating our website/twitter/logo

Gender organizing a meeting with members.

AlterUrb had very productive discussion on the aims and objectives of the WG,  we will continue 
this. Planning to write a project for annual grant for 1st of october deadline 

RUMB Co-organizers of the International Youth  Forum in Lutsk could invite young greens from 
RUMB  region to the event. Organizers can pay for their accommodation and meals. The way to 
cover their travel costs should be figured out. Forum usually takes place in the end of September, 
beginning of October.The topics of Forum are everything connected to the activism of young 
people. 

Migration
First online meeting should happen between EYE  2016 and FYEG GA. The first meeting will be 
introducing and relaxed a bit so people will get to know each other. 9 people are currently in the 
WG

3. Regional Cooperation and MOs

Balkans
Milan, Kate, Kaca are planning plan the Balkan Regional Meeting   brainstorming on the topic and 
what is needed/required for this to be  done. 

We are contacting our MOs to gain the input from them for the newsletter.



4. External Partners

FYEG
FYEG GA will happen in Prague, 27-29th of May

European Green Party Council Meeting
Petra will represent CDN
HBS Belgrade + GEF
HBS will hold a youth conference on Internet as commons and  future of commoning in Belgrade 
next weekend (19-21 May). CDN nominated  10 participants for this event. GEF is covering the 
costs for them  directly.

5. The Next Live EC Meeting
to be planned for 16,17th July

6. Political Platform
the process explanation will be sent out soon

7. Visibility 
The call for visibility team member will be sent out soon

8. Social Media (calendar)
Ec has decided to reate a calendar with important dates for publishing in social media

9. AOB

GreenPass
Sexual  Revolution seminar - 3 days after FYEG SummerCamp in Macedonia.  Organised by 
MODOM, BYG and green Window + ADAE Serbia. Vahid and Petra are in the PT.


